Anti-Smudge Ring (SXMA) - Mounts on SK and SE Diffuser Beveled Frame (S) and provides metal surface extending 4” out from the outside edge of the frame for easy cleaning of accumulated dirt. Made of steel and finished with Carnes electrocoat technology. Bright White is standard color. Gray is available at no extra charge.

MODEL NUMBERING SYSTEM – ANTI-SMUDGE RING (SXMA)

Notes:
• This is designed to fit Beveled frame (S).
• When ordering, specify the size of the diffuser neck.

Example: When ordering a bright white Anti-Smudge Ring to fit a 9”x12” SKSA diffuser, specify Model Number SXMA091211.

Extension Rod (KXDA)

Application
This extends the control rod on Models KXRA, KXSA & KXTA, enabling them to be mounted upstream from the diffuser.

Standard Features
• Available lengths are 14”, 24”, 36” & 48”.
• Standard finish is electrocoat acrylic baked enamel.
• Standard color is #04 gray.
• Construction is steel.

Installation Notes
• When in doubt, order a length longer than required, and cut down to length.